
MOHAMED Hassaine Middle School                                 School year: 2021-2022 

Full name:…………………………………………………               Level: 1Ms…….  group…. 

                                                                             Third Term Test 

To Amine@ yahoo.com 

From Kathleen@gmail.com 

Subject Information about my Country 

Hello, Amine 
I am so happy to give you some information about my country, the United States 

of America. My country is big and wonderful. We have great monuments: The 

Statue of Liberty in New York in the North East and Lincoln Memorial in 

Washington in the East. People from the entire world come to see the Golden 

Gate Bridge in San Francisco in the West. My national currency is the Dollar. 

The Independence Day is on the 4 th 

July. My favourite national dish is Bull Roast and Chicken Pot Pie. 

Please find attached pictures of some great monuments in USA. 

How about Algeria? 

Love, 

Kathleen                                                                 Learners’ book 1Ms 

I. Reading Comprehension: (7ms) 

Task one: I read the email and choose the correct answer.                    (2ms) 

1. Kathleen is form:    

a. Algeria           b. America             c. Africa       d. Nigeria 

2. The national currency of America is:  

            a. Pound    b. Dinar    c.  Dollar   d. Naira 

Task two: Read the e-mail then, Complete the table.                         (3ms) 

Country  Capital city Nationality Currency National day National dish 

 

 

     

 

Task three: find synonyms of:                                                               (2 ms) 

Amazing=.....................         Town=………………Large=……….  .Hi=………. 

 

 



II. Mastery of language: (7Ms) 

Task one; Choose the right preposition for each sentence.                  (3Ms) 

      ( far from / on / near / in / at) 

1. The Djeddar Tombs are not……….……..Tiaret. 

2. The Assekrem is.............the South 

3. El Qal’a of Beni Hammed is ………..M’sila 

4. I am a pupil…………Mohamed Hassaine Middle School………Ain Roman 

 5.Tipaza Roman Ruins are……..the top of a Hill. 

  

Task two: Match each country with its nationality                                     

(2ms) 

 

       Country Nationality 

Algeria 

Italy 

England 

France 

America 

French 

Algerian 

American 

English 

Italian 

 

Task three: Classify the words in their right column                                  

(2ms) 

     ( monuments ; languages, flags, continents)           

 

/ s / / z / / iz / 

   

 
Task Four: Fill in the gaps with the correct words                                     

(6ms) 

( London , dish ; monuments;  Country; currency; wonderful) 

  
Hello ! I am Sam . I am from England . My………. is situated in north west of 

Europe. 

Its capital city is………….. Its language is English My country is not large but it 

is a ………………country . We have great ………………: the Tower Bridge 

and Big Ben in London. My national ……………is the Pound . The 

Independence Day is on 23 rd of July. My favourite national………………..is 

roasted chicken. 
 

 

 





 
Correct 
use of 
language 
 
 
   (1,5 M) 

simple) 
-Different 
grammatical 
items to 
develop the 
topic 
(prepositions 
of time 
-Correct use of 
linking words 
-Appropriate 
vocabulary 
  (1,5) 

correctly used 
in the right 
tense 
-Use of some 
grammatical 
items  
- use of  few 
linking words 
-Inappropriate 
vocabulary 
 (1,5) 

-Incorrect 
use of  
grammatical 
items  
- No linking 
words 
-very limited 
vocabulary 
 
  (0,5) 

Excellence 
  (1M) 

Creativity and originality (bright ideas, varied 
vocabulary items, good paper presentation, 
legible handwriting…. 

 
                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




